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First library of ﬁsh DNA from Singapore
waters

(Clockwise from top left) The spotted-tail frogfish, the Indian mud moray eel, the whitecheek monocle bream and the
papillose flathead. PHOTOS: SINGAPORE MARINE FISHES EXPEDITION TEAM 2019
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Of the 500 species in the database, ﬁve were previously not reported in the
Republic
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Scientists here are gathering data on the schools of ﬁsh that live in the waters of Singapore, and the trove of
information on these creatures will be curated for an online archive.
This "ﬁsh library" of more than 500 ﬁsh species residing in local waters will be made accessible to the public
as early as mid-2021.
It is the ﬁrst such database here.
The specimens were collected by researchers in an expedition that lasted 12 days in August, as part of the
larger CodeFish-SG project which seeks to build a comprehensive DNA database of ﬁshes in Singapore.
Both the expedition and the project were funded by the Marine Science Research and Development
Programme of the National Research Foundation.
Previous expeditions had been conducted in Singapore but were not for a speciﬁc species or animal group.
–– ADVERTISEMENT ––

Dr Zeehan Jaafar, a lecturer at the National University of Singapore's (NUS) Department of Biological
Sciences and co-lead of the project, said that of the more than 500 ﬁsh species gathered, ﬁve species were
previously not reported from the Republic's bodies of water.
These species include those of cardinalﬁsh, ﬁleﬁsh, gobies and ﬂatﬁsh, she added.
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By keeping a DNA library of these ﬁsh species, scientists can ﬁnd out the types of ﬁsh that live in a
particular body of water, simply by matching the DNA material present in the water sample to those already
present in the database.

Such DNA material includes scales and mucus shed by ﬁshes.
About 3 litres of water is needed for this method - known as environmental sampling - to work.
Knowing the species present in a body of water can help in the management of such areas and the
conservation of rare species.
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For this expedition, the scientists gathered samples in the areas around the Southern Islands, Pulau Hantu
and Pulau Semakau by employing a variety of methods, such as using nets, hooks and lines, as well as by
scuba diving.
After the ﬁsh specimens were collected, tissue samples were extracted before they were photographed.
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The ﬁsh were then preserved using diluted formaldehyde for ﬁxation, and subsequently placed in ethanol
for long-term storage at the Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum.
From the extracted tissue, researchers sequenced the CO1 gene, also known as the barcode gene, and the
12S gene, both used to identify the species.
These works were carried out at the Temasek Life Sciences Laboratory (TLL) at the Kent Ridge campus of
NUS by other members of the team, led by principal investigator at TLL, Dr Henning Seedorf, who is also
co-lead of the project.
The entire core team of six, made up of scientists from NUS, TLL and the National Parks Board (NParks),
then analysed and reviewed these sequences to ensure that they were error-free and that the identiﬁcations
of the specimens matched the sequences.
The library will allow scientists to distinguish cryptic species - or two different species that appear similar by looking at their DNA.
"For ﬁshes that are small and with brown or grey colouration, it's diﬃcult to tell them apart. This is when the
DNA barcode sequences can be used to differentiate them," said Dr Jaafar.
This also works to distinguish species that change their appearance drastically with age. For instance, some
species of groupers, seabass, parrotﬁsh and anemoneﬁsh can undergo gender change as they mature.
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"The largest one in a colony of anemoneﬁsh is usually female, and all other smaller ones are male. When the
female dies, the next largest individual will become female and so on," noted Dr Jaafar.
The gender changes that these ﬁsh species undergo are, at times, accompanied by physical transformations,
such as drastic changes in shapes, patterns and colours at different life stages, while their DNA remains the
same.
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The library also helps to foster food security, said Dr Jaafar.
It could potentially help the Singapore Food Agency ensure that ﬁsh products imported from other
countries are of the species they claim to be, by checking them against the database.
Dr Jeffrey Low, senior manager of the coastal and marine department at the NParks' National Biodiversity
Centre, said the ﬁsh library will assist in crafting policies to protect habitats, help develop management
strategies and set conservation targets.
"(The ﬁsh DNA library) would also be able to assist in the detection and management of alien invasive
species into our waters," he added.
There are about 36,000 species of ﬁsh in the world, more than the sum total of species of mammals, birds,
reptiles and amphibians put together.
Dr Jaafar said there are plans to record species in the region to expand the library.
"We plan to continually add to the database and to look into other aspects of ﬁsh biology and ecology, such
as the life histories, larval ecology and distribution patterns."
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